GROWFLOW MAGWRAP 25

Growflows newest product is the Magwrap 25, a must have if you have any water issues.
The Growflow Magwrap 25 Water Conditioner is unique, versatile, efficient, super strong and very
affordable. The revolutionary Magwrap 25 is designed to easily wrap around pipe size of 25mm,
ideal for the hobby farm or larger gardens. The Magwrap 25 is 333mm long x 62mm wide x 10mm
thick.

If you need better results than you are
getting from one Magwrap, you can
increase the magnetic effect by using 2
Magwraps wrapped side by side on
the pipe or hose. We have had great
success in watering lawn and garden
beds from a salty bore using 2
Magwraps.
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GROWFLOW MAGWRAP 25
Installation Procedure:
1. Unroll the Magwrap open to a flat sheet with the Growflow wording facing up.
2. Note that there are 6 magnet banks in the Magwrap 25, two sets of three magnet banks. One
set of three magnet banks is closer to each other than the second set. The closer set also has
no printing between the magnet sets. The safety sticker is fitted to the first closer set as this
makes first contact with the pipe. The safety sticker helps to secure the Magwrap to the pipe
for simple and safe application.
3. Peel the safety sticker backing off and press the safety sticker onto the pipe.

a.
4. Keep your fingers clear from the magnets and wrap the Magwrap 25 around the pipe, the first
magnets to make contact with each other are the 1st from the closer set and the 1st from the
second set.

a.
5. Continue wrapping the Magwrap around the pipe. The 2nd magnet banks from each set will
come together.

a.
6. Continue wrapping the Magwrap around the pipe. The 3rd magnet bank from each set will
also come together. Your all done.

a.
If you decide to put a second Magwrap on the pipe, for a stronger application, position the sticker at
an angle of approx 60 degrees further around the pipe than the original Magwrap. This should position
the magnets within the spacing of the original unit resulting in an even distribution of magnets around
the pipe. Refer to photo over the page, showing two Magwraps next to each other.
Designed for easy application but not constructed for constant relocation.
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